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Autumn tree walk in Priory Park on Saturday 8th October
I shall be leading a walk in Priory Park, Warwick, looking at the trees in autumn and perhaps the
autumn crocus if we are lucky. This is a free event on behalf of the Friends of Priory Park
(FOPP), starting at the park entrance off the Coventry Road at 2pm on Saturday 8th October.
We will be making a voluntary collection towards FOPP funds.
24th September

LH

Dorset Jurassic coast
On holiday in Swanage on the Dorset Jurassic coast, we saw the
wonderful geological chalk rock formations of Old Harry Rocks
near Studland where erosion was in evidence in the crumbling
sea stacks rocks, separated from the shore. Old Harry is the
closest with its natural arch in one rock, the smallest rock more
visible from a boat. Two further impressive chalk stumps
offshore are called the Pinnacles. The chalk there was formed
over 60 million years ago in shallow seas consisting mainly of
microscopic shells formed by tiny algae. The area represents the
end of the Cretaceous Period, a turning point in the evolution of life when many species
including dinosaurs perished.
Nearby is Durlston Head near Swanage on rocky cliffs yielding many fossil
creatures. The coast path there was quarried for world famous Portland
Stone in the 19thc century. From the cliff path you can see one barred
entrance to Tilly Whim caves where quarrymen mined horizontally into cliffs
to extract blocks of Freestone, a valuable type of Portland Limestone used to
fortify the coast in the Napoleonic Wars. Stonemasons formed the stone into
building blocks which were rowed out to a sailing ship and taken to the stone
yards in Swanage to be sorted for export all over the world. After the
Napoleonic Wars ended in 1815, demand for Freestone declined and caves
were used by smugglers until in 1887 they opened as a tourist attraction.
Tilly Whim caves closed in 1976, being unsafe, but are now a haven for bats
and birds such as kestrel, black redstarts and rock pipits.
Further along the coast is St Aldhelm's Head where walking along cliffs
we saw sea kale in profusion. Sea kale was once cultivated on shingle
beaches for food, the leaves cooked like spinach.
It's is now protected under the Wildlife & Countryside Act (1981) and
must not be picked. It was once pickled for long sea journeys, used to
prevent scurvy, and indeed one of its other names is Scurvy Grass.
25th September

FW
.../

Brandon Marsh
I paid my first visit to Brandon Marsh since late May on 24th September. Despite recent rain,
water levels in the pools were very low, viewed from Baldwin hide the 'islands' in East Marsh
Pool were larger than I had ever seen them and even one of the Tern rafts had 'run aground'.
Fortunately, bird numbers around the pool were much higher than in May, despite all of the
summer visitors having departed. Most of the usual residents were present, dominated by a flock
of 250+ Lapwing. Duck numbers were fairly high, a group of 30 or so Wigeon was visible and,
allegedly, a Pintail was present, but I cannot claim to have seen it. Oddly there were very few
Gulls or Geese, their numbers probably increase at 'roosting time'.
A group of 5 Snipe could be seen (just!) near the E. Marsh Hide, there were the usual
Cormorants, Herons and a solitary Little Egret, observers enjoyed a brief flash of blue as a
Kingfisher flew past. Points of special interest were a solitary Ruff, not easy to pick out amongst
all the Lapwing, plus a Peregrine which circled several times, spooking some of the Gulls and
Lapwing.
Plenty of insects could be seen including good numbers of dragonflies of which Common Darter
and Migrant Hawker were identified, however butterfly numbers were low, just a few 'Whites' and
a couple of Speckled Wood were seen.
25th September
TF

Here’s a few more fungi images
from Kay taken during the
Bubbenhall Woods visit

Spotted on 26 September at the Kingfisher
Ponds in St Nicholas Park. Even I know
that’s not a kingfisher!
My best guess is a young moorhen, but its
pink beak seems out of character.
Presumably the red is about to spread up
over its forehead, leaving the tip a dull
yellow.
It just goes to show even the most
detailed reference book can’t depict every
stage of juvenile development.
27th September
MP

.../

Working on a raised bed I spotted a female Diggerwasp, Mellinus arvensis moving quickly back and forth
on the hunt along the top of the wooden backdrop.
About 20 minutes later I glanced up and realized she
had caught a female greenbottle fly, not on the flat top,
but on the perpendicular wall. This posed problems as
she tried to position the prey for take off.
I snapped away and the collage shows how close she
came to losing lunch for her offspring.
27th September
SG

At this time of the year the Common Carder bee, Bombus
pascuorum, is the most frequent visitor in our garden. I find it ages
more dramatically than other Bombus bees. When young, it has a
vibrant foxy thorax, and strong cream and ginger stripes on the
abdomen.

As they age, the thorax becomes balder, colours fade and
wings get battered. No retirement plan for a busy worker,
just keep collecting till the end.
27th September
SG

22 September 2022 Napton Reservoir. A friendly birdwatching fisherman told us a few dunlin had
arrived and where they were feeding. From 15 feet away, we watched one with dark back, rufous
round its neck and little white on the underparts, feed off the mud exposed under the reeds along
the dam stones, once raising its wings to flutter further on, showing the white wing bar. The
rufous tinge, generally dark appearance and tameness suggests a juvenile, although the fisherman
thought it was a returning non-breeder. Chiff chaff call also heard.
28th September
LS
At the Mill Garden, Warwick a Common Darter feeds on a fly using a
tearing/crushing action. This fly was quickly dropped when empty of
nutrients.
The photo shows how wide the mouth can open letting the
dragonfly easily catch prey in flight or scooped off foliage.
28th September
SG

Wild cyclamen in the College Garden next to
St. Mary’s Church in Warwick.
28th September
RT

.../

Chicken of the woods
Growing on an ornamental cherry tree along the
Coventry Road in Warwick. I have been waiting to see
if it would grow any bigger but it is getting paler which
is apparently a sign of age.
28th September
LH

On returning from my Dorset holiday on 17th September, we dropped into stunning Hillier
Gardens, nr Romsley, Hants which has one of the most comprehensive collections of trees, shrubs
and other hardy plants in the UK by Sir Harold Hillier.
He had collected plants from all over the world and it was a joy to
wander round seeing colour in mid September after such a hot summer.
The 250m long centenary border was wonderful, as was the Himalayan
Valley including bright yellow daisies - maybe Rudbeckia Goldshorn?
The pink Amaryllis Belladonna Lily, rather
past its best, had flowered for the first time in
five years we were told, and a striking red
plant rather like a huge spider was called
Fasicularia Bicolor.

There were also some interesting sculptures, including
dragonfly and kingfisher.
There are three cafes in the large grounds and plenty of space to
exercise after being in a car for hours. It also has one of largest
winter gardens in Europe.
28th September
FW

This Indian Bean Tree (Catalpa bignonioides) growing at the
Newbold Terrace entrance of Jephson Gardens is native to
America but grown here in the UK for its ornamental
qualities. It is deciduous and has attractive white trumpetshaped flowers arranged in panicles in early summer, and
large bright green heart-shaped leaves. The leaves are
apparently unusual in that they secrete nectar. The fruits are
long, thin, bean-like pods hanging down from the tree in
autumn.
29th September
LD

.../

Ivy is an excellent late food source for insects. When the sun is shining, it’s worth watching a
patch to see how many insects come to feed.
On September 29th, at the Abbey Fields, these insects also enjoyed the ivy:
European hornet, Vespa crabo; German wasp, Vespula germanica;
Footballer hoverfly, Helophilus pendulus;
Ivy bee, Colletes hederae;

24-spot Ladybird, Subcoccinella
vigintiquattuorpunctata;
Drone hoverfly, Eristalis tenax;
Hoverfly, Eupeodes
luniger

and a likely Adonis ladybird, Hippodamia variegate.
I had help with the Adonis from Facebook Beetles of
Britain and Ireland. It looks like a 7-spot but is smaller,
more elongate and has black legs.
29th September SG

These fruiting bodies of the Parasol Mushroom
(Macrolepiota procera) grow in our garden, always
just the one cluster but in a different place each year.
They are edible apparently in a good fry up!
29th September
LD

An interesting sign in Swaledale,
in the Yorkshire Dales
KB

.../

Some good weather on our recent trip to the Yorkshire Dales
enabled us to do some fine walking up Pen y Ghent and around
Semerwater.

We then moved on to Pooley Bridge at Ullswater where
the sheep even felt in need of a paddle!
29th September
LW

A Walk in the Park
Walking round Jephson Gardens was a delight in
autumn sunshine, seeing the autumn colours and
squirrels busy looks for nuts.
Cyclamen were a welcome splash of pink and purple
now that summer flowers are over and there were
plenty in the borders.
There was a cheery yellow
flower in East Lodge garden.

I was pleased to see the fountains
working again after repairs so no more
pipes are visible. The Canada geese
and ducks were relishing the chance of
a shower under the jets.
2nd October
FW
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